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I. INTRODUCTION 
The electromagnetic scattering from an arbitrarily shaped shell of revolution has been 
investigated. An example of the geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The surface is parameterized in 
the cylindrical coordinate by (p.(^), (j>> za(s)) with 0 < s < / and 0 < cf) < 2iz, where 
the z-axis is the axis of rotation and s is the arc length parameter of the generating curve (Fig. 
2). Henceforth the subscript ccg" will denote the described on the generating curve. Also 
shown in Fig. 2 are the unit tangent f and the unit normal ^+ = & x f to the curve. The 
parameterization of the generating curve is chosen so that «+ is the outward normal of the 
outer surface of the shell. The angle 6 measured from the positive £ axis to f, unlike the 
polar angle in a spherical coordinate system, can assume negative values or positive values 
greater than %. 
The inner and outer surfaces of the perfectly conducting shell are coated with 
anisotropic materials which can be different. It is assumed that the thickness of the coating 
and of the shell are infinitesimal. The coated surfaces are also assumed to satisfy the 
impedance boundary condition (IBC). It is found that, with some special impedance matrices, 
the backscattering cross section along the axis of this coated shell can be eliminated. This 
finding will be presented in this report. 
For convenience in both theoretical formulation and numerical computation, it is 
desirable to consider j? as the electric field intensity vector divided by the intrinsic impedance ^ =JTj^ 
of the isotropic, homogeneous medium within which the shell is located. Therefore, electric 
field intensity £ takes the unit of amperes per meter, the same as those of the magnetic field 
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Figure 1. An arbitrarily shaped shell of revolution. 
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Figure 2. The geometry and coordinates of the generating curve. 
intensity^ and the electric and the magnetic surface current distributions. The surface 
impedances, Z+ on the outside and Z' on the inside of the shell, are also normalized with the 
same factor to become dimensionless. The time dependence e -">>* will be assumed and 
suppressed. These are the conventions adopted in this report. 
For the remainder of this chapter, the major steps taken to prove the vanishing of on- 
axis backscattering cross section are briefly sketched in Sections A through D. The sufficient 
condition to eliminate this cross section is specified at the end of Sec. D. In Sec. E, the 
impedances with which the on-axis backscattering can be eliminate are given. They are the 
main contributions of this work. All general purpose programs [1, 2] for the numerical 
computation of scattering cross sections of anisotropic impedance coated objects should be 
checked for their accuracy against selected surfaces of revolution coated with impedance 
matrices satisfying the conditions listed in that section. The results will provide an indication 
of the error bound for the particular algorithm. 
A.        SCATTERED FIELD 
The Stratton- Chu equations [3] give the radiation in a homogeneous and isotropic 
region outside a closed surface S in terms of the tangential components of the j? and ff field 
intensities on S. The scattered fields j?sc and fjsc at a point f outside S which encloses the 
shell are given by: 
AizE'Xf)   =  kV x   f [ßxE(ro)]G(r-ro)dao+ ik2  f [n*H(fj\G(r-rJdao 
- zV f [n*H(ro)].VoG(r-ro)dao l > 
47i#   (r)   =  kV x   f [nxH(ro)]G(r-fo)dao- ik2  [ [ßxE(ro)]G(f-ro)dao 
+ iV f [nxE(ro)]°VoG(r-ro)dao V ' 
ik\f-r0\ 
where « is the unit outward normal of S, k = co/pe, and G(r-ro)= . Note that the k\f-f I 
tangential components of j? and g are the equivalent magnetic and electric surface current 
distributions on S (rotated by 90° •) 
In eqs. (1) and (2), the surface S can be shrunk toward the shell. We denote the outer 
surface of the shell as S\ and the inner surface of the shell as S' ■ Henceforth the 
superscripts "+" and "-" will denote the described values on s+ and s' respectively. The 
total (incident and scattered) equivalent electric currents £+ on S" and £ ~ on S ~ are: 
K+ = «+x# + 
(3) 
K   =  n-x-H   = -n**H~ 
where ß * and ft' are the unit outward normals on S * and S ~ respectively, JJ" and jj ~ are 
the total magnetic field intensities. Because the thickness of the shell is considered 
infinitesimal, fi + = -n~ at any point of the shell. 
Similarly, the equivalent magnetic currents £+ and £~ are: 
L + = E    x n^ 
L  =  E   x n~ = E   x (-«*) 
Define £(§ , 5 ) as the sum of the outside and inside total electric surface currents, and 
similarly £(§ ; ^ ) as the sum of the outside and inside total magnetic surface currents: 
K = jT + K 
L = V + L 
(5) 
(6) 
Since the thickness of the coating and of the shell are assumed to be infinitesimal, the 
contribution from So and Ss (Fig. 3) to the integrals must vanish by the edge condition [5] 
as the distance of S to the shell becomes zero. Eqs. (1) and (2) are reduced to: 
Figure 3. Shrink S to the surface of the shell. 
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Note that the scattered fields are determined completely by the sum currents on the shell. 
In the far-field region, the scattered field Esc(f\ can be expressed in the spherical 
coordinate system as: 
_ pikr 
Esc(f) - ik-—f dsf V<j>o po[ e[^sinegcos6cos((j)-(()o)+^,cosesin((j)-(l)o) 
-iTfcos0gsin0 +L^cos(<$> -cj)o) -Zfsin0gsin((j) -cf)o)] 
+4>[^cos(({)-(j)o)-Zrsin0gsin((f)-(bo) (9) 
-Zfsin0 cos0cos(<j> -cj)o) +Zrcos0asin0 
-Z^cosösin^-cj^)] ]e      ° ° °" 
where the subscripts ({) and ? denote the tangential components of the surface currents in the <?> 
and f directions on the surface of the shell respectively. Because of the rotational symmetry 
of the shell, the Fourier expansion can be utilized to solve the <f> -dependence of this problem. 
Define the Fourier series component fn (s) of a function / (<$>,s) by: 
/(<M = £«**/,(*) (io) 
then as 6 -* 0, eq. (9) is simplified and transformed to: 
e
,kr
   ri, -ikz. ES\f) = k ^_ foldso poe -'^{[(^ 1+/Z^ 1)+7(ZU+/Zfl)sin0g](f+^) 
-[(^.-l-^-l)"^-!-^-!)^6«]^-^)} 
The backscattering cross section is given by: 
I Esc\2 
o0 = lim 4717-2 -i L 
|£ mc|2 
(12) 
For an incident plane wave directed along the axis of the shell, with \jrmc\ normalized to 
unity, oB becomes: 
°B   =   ^~   I   foldso  P^^ltC^^+^^+^i+^l)51110^^^^) 
-[(^,.r^,.1)-i(^.r^.1)sinej(f-(P)}|2 
B.        IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
The impedance boundary condition links the tangential components of the total 
electric field to those of the total magnetic field on a surface through its surface impedance 
which is a function of the electromagnetic properties of the material, i.e., 
ß± x (E   x n±) = z= («± x ff*) (14) 
where Z+ and Z' are the normalized surface on $+ and S' respectively. Equivalently, 
n= x £±= Z= iT (15) 
For anisotropic materials, it is more convenient to utilize matrix notations. In eq. (15), 
the vectors jf± and £± can be considered as two-element column vectors, with each of the 
(f>- component designated as element 1 and the t - component as element 2. z+ and Z" are 
then two-by-two matrices. The cross product of the unit vector n + with such a two-element 
column vector can be represented with the following matrix multiplication: 
/Tx  L*   =   vÜ (16) 
where V = Note that V1 = -Fand V2 = -I. 
0 -1 
1 0 
In terms of the matrix V, the impedance boundary condition, eq. (15), can be written 
as: 
(17) 
Z'K~ = -VL~ 
Since the scattered field is determined completely by the sum currents, it is desirable 
to write the impedance boundary condition as one which provides the difference currents in 
terms of the sum currents. Define: 
Z = - (ZT + Z") (is) 
and 
A = i (Z+ - Z ) (19) 
then, assuming that Z is invertible, eq. (17) can be transformed into the following two 
equations: 
K+ - K    = Z~lVL - Z_1A if (20) 
Z+- Z" = -F [Z - AZ_1A] K - FAZ"1)^ (21) 
C.   EQUATIONS FOR SCATTERING CURRENTS 
From eq. (3), using matrix notation and noting that   n x H = n x H      on ^Q 
tan 
surface of the shell, one can deduce that: 
(22) 
= v&Z +0+ V0Z - HZ) = v 0Z + HZ + 2HZ) 
therefore, 
HZ + HZ + 2HZ = -V (^ - K) (23) 
Similarly, 
"^tan "tan EI + E::; + 2E ™ = FQL - L~) (24) 
The Fourier coefficients of the tangential components of the scattered fields 
approaching the outer and inner surfaces of the shell in eqs. (23) and (24) can be obtained 
from eqs. (7) and (8) and written as: 
C» + O) = -K Kn(s) + Nn Ln{s) (25) 
O)+ C» = -K *„(*) -M« 4w (26) 
The elements of the two-by-two matrices Mn and Nn are integrodifferential operators on the 
elements of the column vectors £ and £ . They are derived and given later in eqs. (85) and 
(86). 





Z-AZ_1A   AZ^V 







where unlike the products ofMn, Nn with £ , £ , the matrices involving the impedances are 
constants and the product with £ , £  are usual matrix multiplications. Given the incident 
n n 
wave, this is a linear integral equation of the second kind for the unknown currents £ , £ . 
n        n 
It is assumed that unique solutions to eq. (27) exist for all n. 
10 
D.        ZERO ON-AXIS BACKSCATTERING CONDITION 
Because of the rotational symmetry, a wave incident along the axis of the shell (the 
z-axis) can be assumed to be linearly polarized in the y-direction without loss of generality. 
Let the fields on the surface of the shell be: 
-ikz tkzls) E    (cj),s) -ye     s - [ coscbcj) + sine}) (sinO^ + cos6o«+) ] e    ^ 
-ikz H   (§,s) = x e     s = [-sincf)4> + coscj) (sin0o/ + cos6o«+) ] e -ikzJs) 
(28) 
where the superscript "inc" denotes the incident wave. 
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Note that only the n  = ±1  terms in eq. (29) are nonzero. Therefore, only the cases 












e     « (30) 
The incident fields satisfy the relation: 
11 
1 + 
0   -il 







=    0 (31) 
On the other hand. 
0 -// M n -N' n M n -N' n 0 -il 











_1A   AZ^V 
VZ~lA     -VZ~lV 
also commutes with 0   -il 
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VZ'lA     -VZ~lV 
0   -il 




=    1  T 
0   -il 
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= 21 1 + 
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The existence and uniqueness of the solution to eq. (27) implies that 
0   -il 
[il    0 
U:. ±i 
J J   i il, 
= o (34) 
12 
i.e., j^     ± iL     = Q. From eq. (13), Oß= 0. There will be no backscattering. 
E.        IMPEDANCE MATRICES 
It has been deduced that a sufficient condition to eliminate on-axis backscattering is: 
0   -il 
ü    0 
Z-AZ~lA   AZ~lV 
VZ~lA     -VZ~lV 
Z-AZ XA    AZ~lV 
VZ~lA     -VZ~lV 
0   -il 
il   0 
(35) 
which is equivalent to: 
VZ'lA = -AZ~lV (36) 
and 
Z + VZ-1V=AZ~1A (37) 
To satisfy these two conditions, either 
0     ±7 
+ 
= Z" = 
+/'   0 
(38) 
when Z+ and Z" are skew-symmetric, or, in the case when Z+ and Z" are symmetric, 
detZ+ = detZ" = 1 (39) 
det(Z+ - Z") = 0 (40) 
Note that when the shell is a closed surface, the impedance boundary condition 
separates the interior volume from the solution in the exterior. Only the conditions on Z" will 
apply to the exterior problem. Therefore, for an anisotropic impedance coated body of 
0   ±i 
revolution, the on-axis backscattering cross section vanishes either Z+ = or 
detZT = 1 with a symmetric Z+. 
+i   0 
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H. SCATTERING OF A COATED SHELL OF REVOLUTION 
A.        RADIATION FROM EQUIVALENT CURRENTS 
The geometry and coordinate system for an arbitrarily shaped shell of revolution are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. In the cylindrical coordinates (p, (J), z), the shell is described by 
p = po(s), z = za(s) with 0^s</ where s is the arc length parameter of the generating curve. 
Since both p and z are functions of s, the surface of the shell is parameterized in the 
coordinates (J) and s. The transformations of vectors between the cylindrical coordinates and 
the surface coordinates ((j), s) are given in Appendix A. 
The Stratton-Chu equations give the radiation in a homogeneous and isotropic region 
outside a closed surface in terms of the j? and jj field intensities on that surface. Using the 
conventions adopted in this report, the radiated fields j?sc and gsc at a point f outside S 
which encloses the shell of revolution can be written as [4]: 
4nEsc(f) = ik2  f (nxH(ro))G(r-Fo)dao + k U^E{ro)) x Vfi{r-ro)dao 
J S J s 
(41) 
+ k f {n • E{ro)) V G{r-fo)dao 
J s 
AnHs\r) = - ik2  f (nxE(Fo))G(f-ro)dao + k ( (n*H(ro)) x S7oG(r-ro)dao 
•'S J s 
+ k     (n- H(ro)) VoG(r-ro)dao 
J s 
I £ 
where k = co^/pe and G(r-ro) = — , and n is the outward normal of S. k\f-f | 
15 
Eqs. (41) and (42) can be converted into ones involving integrals of tangential 
components of the fields only. Consider the last term in ec [• (41): 
k f (n • E) VjG dc xo = -k f (n • E) VG dao 
= -k Vf (n • E)G dao 
= -i Vfw • (Vo x H)G dao 
J s 




= -/VrVe.[V0x(/?G)]<*>, - 
J s 
- /Vf (w x H)»VoG dac > 
= -i Vf(«x5)8 xjfi dao 
Note that VG(r-ro) = -VoG(r-F). The second term in eq. (41) can be written as: 
f (n-E(ro)) 
J s 
x VoG(r-ro) da   = V x[ (fixE(? 
J s 
Q) G(r-F) abo (44) 
Consequently, eq. (41) ] s converted to: 
4TZE sc(r) = k V x 
-,v/ 
f [n x E{ro)]G(r-ro)dao+ ik2  f 
[n x H{ro)} o VoG(r-ro)dao 
> (45) 
From the duality principle i [6], eq. (42) can be obtained from eq. (41) by replacing j? with jy 
and if with _ g. The corresponding expression to eq. (45) for the radiated magnetic field can 
be obtained similarly: 
4nHsc(r) = k V x f[n x H(rjf\Gir-F^dao- ik2 f 
[n x £(f )] . VoG(?-rJdao 
16 
[" x W>i\G(f-f^dao 
s (46) 
In eqs. (45) and (46), the surface S consisting of the four non-overlapping surfaces 
S0, St, S1, and Sz can be shrunk to the surface of the shell so that S - S+ and S - S' 
(Fig. 3). Since the thickness of the coating and of the shell are assumed to be infinitesimal, the 
edge conditions [5] guarantee that the contributions to the integrals from the bottom surface S 
and the top surface Sl must vanish in this limit (Appendix B). Therefore, the integrals in eqs. 
(45) and (46) need to be carried out over S+ and S' only. 
The total (incident and scattered) equivalent electric currents g + on S+ and j?~ on S' 
are defined to be: 
K+  = n+xH* 
(47) 
K~ =  n~xH~ = -n+xH~ 
and the equivalent magnetic currents ^ on S+ and £~ on S~ are defined as: 
Z" = E+ x n* 
L = E   xn~ = E   x (~«+) 
With each integral in eqs. (45) and (46) written as a sum of integrals over the two surface S+ 
and S", we can substitute the surface currents of eqs. (47) and (48) for the fields. 
Furthermore, define the sum electric current as: 
K = K+ + K (49) 
and the sum magnetic current as: 
17 
L = V + L~ (50) 
eqs. (45) and (46) are reduced to: 




 iX ^^ G(r~° pAA (5i> 
4JIHSC(F)   =  kV x   f <p jf^^) GCf-fJ pAA 
+iki
 /x £(^So) G(F~° PAA      (52) 
-/v (Y271 row. V^F-^ PA#0 
** 0 J 0 
where ro = (po, 4>o,zo) and po = pjV), zo = za(so). 
B.        THE FAR FIE: 
In the far-field, the spherical coordinate system (r, 0, (j)) is more convenient. To the 
lowest order in —: 
r 
G/->   — \          6 -i \ fc„cos6+ to sin6cos(<b-A ) 1 (r-ro) «  e H° "^J (53) 
and 
18 
- V G (r-ro) * if G (f-f) (54) 
Z 0 
where cos6 = - and sin0 = —. Eq. (51) simplifies to: 
e      r i .    r2n EiC(r)*ik-—f dsf V({)opo[e[Xrsin0gcos0cos((})-({)o)+j:(t)cosesin(({)-(J)o) 
-i:fcos0„sin6 +Z(J)cos(({) -(j>o) -Zfsin0gsin((f) -<j)o)] 
+$[JK4>cos(<J>-<J>0) -Zrsin0gsin((l) -cj)o) (55) 
-Zrsin0 cos0cos(cj) -cf>o) +Zrcos0 sin0 
-^cos0sin(cj)-(})o)] ]e -'I^e^>e«K(<t>-<M 
The Fourier expansion of eq. (55) is: 
KC(f) = i^-'Tffa Poe"K™Q {9 [^Wosin0)(cos0sm0^+Z^„) 
WCOS0 «sin0 
+J (kp sin0)( nC0SU K,   -cos© sin0Zf g-Lt )] 
£posin0 Äposin0 (56) 
+4)[/J„/(^posin0)(i:(t) >B -cos0sin0gLfJ 
«sin0 „rn,fl 
+J(£p sin0)(cos0ffsin0Zf Z-Kt -    C0S° Z.  )]} f
'"   Jtp sin0   f'"   ytp sin0  <tvjAÜ 
where JM(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, J' (x) is the derivative of j (x) 
with respect to x. 





    rl, -ikz„ E   (f)=k— [ dspoe-'^{[(K^+iL^)+i(Kn+1Ltl)ändJ(x+ry) 
-[(^,-i-^,-i)-'(^-i-^-i)sinej(£-9?)} 
The backscattering cross section is given by: 
' SC \1 
o„ = lim 4TU7"2 -i — «e\ 
— |£mc|2 (    } 
For an incident plane wave directed along axis of the shell with i f? mc, normalized to unity, g 
II B 
becomes: 
°B = ^ \ /oW/"'teo{[(^,1+^1)+/(^u^u)sinej(f+7j;) / ,       -ife„ U(A* i +/4K i J +'(A, 1 +*/>,, jsinO J(x+zy) (59) 
W^r^^-KK^-iL^änd^x-iy)} |2 
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m. ZERO ON-AXIS BACKSCATTERTNG CROSS SECTION 
A.       INTEGRODIFFERENTXAL EQUATIONS FOR THE SURFACE CURRENTS 
The impedance boundary condition links the tangential components of the total 
electric field g to the tangential components of the total magnetic field 5ona surface 
through its surface impedance, which is a function of the electromagnetic properties of the 
material of the surface. This condition is: 
ft* x (£* x «*) = Z= («± x H*) (60) 
where g± = gsc± + ginc± and £+ = jjsc± + ginc± are the total g and jj fields and Z+ and 
Z ' are the normalized surface impedances on S+ and S' respectively. Since only the 
tangential components of g± and jy± are involved in eq. (60), we shall use gsc±, Hsc±, 
tan tan 
Einc±7 fjmc± to denote the tangential components of the scattered and incident fields on the 
tan tan 
surfaces S+ and S' ■ 
In terms of surface electric and magnetic current distributions eq. (60) becomes: 
± n + x L* = Z± K± (61) 
For anisotropic materials, it is more convenient to utilize matrix notations. In eq. (61) the 
vectors ^ and £± can be considered as two-element column vectors, with each of the (j>- 
component designated as element 1 and the ^-component as element 2. Z+ and Z' are then 
two-by-two matrices. 
The cross product of the unit outward normal n + with such a two-element column 
21 
vector, which is composed of 4>- and t -components, can be represented by the following 
matrix multiplication: 
tf+x  L     =   VV (62) 
0   -1 
where  V - 
. 
l
    ° 
V    = -V and  V2 = -I. Hence, in terms of the matrix V, the 
impedance boundary condition, eq. (61), can be written as: 
Z+K   =VL 
Z~K~ = -V L 
(63) 
It should be noted that g* = ^± x jy± and £* =^i x %± involves £sc± and jjsc± which 
can be computed from jf = jf+ + jf ~ and £ = £T + £- via eqs. (51) and (52). Since the 
difference currents £+ - K~ anc* L + - L ' can also ^e obtained from eqs. (51) and (52), 
the impedance boundary condition, eq. (63), if written as a relation between the sum and 
difference currents, becomes a set of integrodifferential equations for the sum currents. Since 
ZT K Z^ [K + (K + - K~) ] (64) 
Z~ K     =   - Z- [K - (£'- K~) ] 
eq. (63) can be written as: 




VL     =   -±Z-[K- CT-iT)] (67) 
Define Z and A as: 
Z = \ (Z+ + Z") (68) 
A = I (Z+ - Z-) (69) 
By subtracting eq. (67) from eq. (66) and substituting Z and A in the result, we have 
V (L* - L~) = Z K + A (K+ - K) (70) 
By adding the two equations together, we have 
V L = Z (K^ - K~) + A K (71) 
Assume that Z~l exists, we obtain: 
K+ - K~ = Z'lVL - Z~lAK (72) 
Substituting eq. (72) this into eq. (71), we have: 
V - L~ = -V [Z - AZ~lA]K - V AZ~XV L (73) 
Since 
±VL± = n± x <r x Ä±) = 4; = (E£ +E'Zl (74) 
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and 
±V^ = n^i^xH*) = -jT   = - (Ks<* + Hinc±) v
 
J tan V    tan tan   / (75) 
Eqs. (72) and (73) can be written, with the understanding that gmc* + rmc' _ ?/rmc and 
tan tan "     tan 
//•""-T +H""'~ = 2H'"C- as; 
"tan ~tan tan 
3T + C + ^Z = [2 - AZ-^ + AZ-^I (76) 
*C   + *C +2/C= ^A/C- FZ-FI (77) 
As r approaches S± from outside S, the tangential components of g scsp. andjy"7^ 
are derived in Appendix C as given by eqs. (51) and (52). They are: 
471 Jo Jo 
l d   ririK-,    7± rTjr    d   ,-,,_ ^x ,   x T^   3 / / (MÄ^ - P,(^^-0] 
'da ds 4rcpo(5) 3cpJo Jo 
k    d   rI rl 
471 dsJo Jo 
+Zrcos((f) -(bo)coseg(s)sineg(so) -Ltsmeg(s)cosQg(so)]G(r-ro) 
:/ 7 ^APgCO lL& sin(<l> -*0) cos0g(5) 
4TT 
*.(*)" 3« s* 
f ' f 2V5o#oPg(5o)[Zfcos((t) -cf)o)sineo(5)sineo(5o) 
+Zfcos0 (s)cos6 (so) +L, sin(<j> -casinoJs)]G(f-f) 
(78) 
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E^(M = t ■ Esc± 
.7.2 
= i     r lr2Kds0d^0pa(s0)[K,sm(^-^smQo(s) 
4TI JO JO ° T 
+Kpos($-§Jsmdg(s)smQg(sJ+KfosQg(s)cosd(sJ]G(r-ro) 
4TT dsJo Jo 
k       d   r i r 2TI 
#0 
+ f f ndsd<bo(sJ[L,sin(<b-<b )cos6 (5) 
47ipg(5) öcf)Jo Jo      °    ° g  °    *    V       ^       gV ; 
" Ltsin0g(s)cos0Ä(5o) +Z,cos(<|> -(j)0) cos0g(s) sindg(so)]G(r-Fo) 
|y27tAoJ(j)op^o) [Z^ cos(cf>-cj>o) 
(79) 
471 
cos© (5)   a 
 ä +  
Pg(5)     a«. 
L,sin(c|>-cb>n0g(so)]G(f-f) 
where 
3« is the normal derivative taken in the limit as r approaches the surface S
+
 or S ~ 
respectively from outside of S. It is evaluated as a limiting value in this report and should not 
be confused with the Fourier index n. Similarly, we have: 
- — f l f 2ndsd&[LA—G(f-r ) + p(s )Lt—G(r-r )] 
&   ö   r l r2K 
4TX dsJo Jo j j    *APA)[^(iO sin((j)-(f)o)cos0g(5) 






 f 2ndsd<$>0pg(so)[Ktcos(<b-<b0)sm6Xs)smQXso) 
J- ' 0 J 0 
^rcose (j)cos0 (so) +^sin((j) -(^>n0 (s)]G(f-F) 
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#T(<M = ik2 rl r27t 4^/o f02ndSod$>oPg(So)ihSin^ -^0)sineg(^) 
+Zfcos((J) -(j)0)sm8g(5)sineg(5o) +LlcosQg(s)cos6(sJ]G(f-r() 
J_^[l[2*dsd& [L, —G{r-r ) + p(s)L —G(f-f )1 
' O o 
k       d   r 1 r2n 
Ktsindg(s) cosQg(so) +Ktcos(<$> -^ cosQg(s) sinQ g(so)]G(r-ro) 
(81) 
4n 
cosG (s)     ö 
p (5)       dn s± 
\J^dSod$cPg(So)   [^   COS((f)-(()o) 
-^sin^-^sine/OJG^-r,) 
As f approaches 6"+ and S~, p-pg(s) and z-*zg(s), the Fourier expansions of eqs. (78) and 
(79) are: 
Etn(s) = -fldsn[—p(s )(G   ,+G   ,) - -^— G 1 JT 
1   rl -k n     d 
+ - f <fc o(sn)[— sin6 (5 )(G   ,-G   ,) + — — G 1 £ 
PP0) ds0 
•7 3 
— — fldso(sJ cosda(s)(G   ,-G   .) Z. 
4 *.(*) 3« f




--cos6J>)sin0J>YG   ,+G   ,)]Z, 
K(s)~ — ^ds0pg(s^[cosQg(s) coseg(so) Gn 
+ -sin6p(s)sin6 fj)(G   ,+G   ,)]Z 
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O*) = --—[ ldsGK>   ~—(lds pis)sin6 (s)(G   , -G   , )** 
- - — fldsn p(s) [ — G ] zr 
o 
ik2     i +
 -r f ^o Pg(so) [cosdg(s)cosQg(so)Gn A     * o 
l 
+ -sinÖ J>)sineo(sJ(G +1 + G   ,)] K, 
COS 6^) a 
S* 
/" afc   p„(s) (G   . + G   ,) Z, 
J o pg(s) 3nk 
kn cos6 (5)   „, 
g
—  f dsn p(s ) (G   , - G   .) Z. 4p (s)      Jo    °   g   °       "+1 "~lJ    *■" 
/* cos6g(5)  + ^ 
P fc) a« 
ZÄ77        r 1 
fldsn p(s) sine(s)(G   .  - G   .) L, 
2p» 
f üfr   p „(sj [- cosÖ (s) sin6 (j )(G   , +G   ,) 
■ sin6 fa) cos6 (5 ) G 1 I, 
(83) 
Eqs. (80) and (81) lead to similar forms for TJSC± and zrsc± by replacing f with _ p- 
4>,n t,n n n 
and £  with £ in eqs. (82) and (83). Therefore, 
O)+ O) = - M, *„ (*)+ K 4 (*) (84) 
where the elements of the two-by-two matrices Mn and #n are integrodifferential operators 
on the elements of the column vectors j? , £  defined by: 
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I 2 2 
M ,X.  (s) = - iflds [— p (s )(G   ,+G   .) -    w      GIL  (s ) 
«,11    <p,n\ ' I oL rgV 0/v^«^l    ^n-J , s    WHJ      0,/A O-> 
M n      d 
;ä(*) =-/'^p^[Tsine^(G^"G--l) + -TT7TG«] ^A) P„G?) 3^0 
M^>) = »ij^oG^O + y / ^oPg(^)sm0g(,)(G ,rG .^„(^ 3^ o 
3      rl d M ,,X (s)  = i —  fLds   p (s ) [— G] K (s ) 
n.22    r,«v / -j     j o  >gV °       ,3 "        r,?A o' 
(85) 
/A-2   ,/ 
f dso pg(so) [cosQg(s)cos6(So)Gn 
J O 
1   . 
+ -sin6J»sin6 (s )(G   ,  + G   ,)] K (s ) 
■7    ~\ Z 
N
n llAb XS)=- — —f ldS„PXSn) C0S6   (5) (G     , - G     ,)Z .     (5 ) 
4 
AT 
2K (5)- — 





tAs>kYJ ^Pg^[sinWCOs6g^G« 3s 
--cos6J>)sin6 <>)(G   ,+G   ,)]£, (5 ) 
—  2K(5')-  
2      gKJ    dn f 
lds
oPg(So) [ COS0g(^) COS0 (5o) G„ 
+ - sineg(,)Sineg(0 (G„^ +G„_1)]^(,o) (86) 
W „A.   (5)=-- 2cos0 (5)     a _a_ fldso(s)(G   ,+G   ,)/,, (s) 
N 0Xt (j) = ik 
po(s)        dn 
kncosQ (s) „, 
2p(5)    \0dso^so^G^-Gn_x)L^n{so) 
2cos6 (j)     a 
Pg<» dn 
d + — 
,♦   dn f 
ldsopg(So)smdg(So)(Gn+1 -G^LJsJ 
J O 
+ -^- f ldso p(so) [- cosöfc) sin 6 (s ) (G   ,+G   ,) 
o (s) J o        s        2        s g n n~v 
sine (5)cos0j5o)GJIr„(5o) 
Similarly, we can write: 
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HtscUs) + Ksc~(s) = - N K   (s) - M L   (s) tan,«v ' tan.«v ' n      n   v ' n      n   v / (87) 
Combining these with Fourier components of eqs. (76) and (77), we obtain the 
equation for the sum currents as: 
IM    -N 
n n 
N    M 
Z-AZlA   AZ^V 






fi inc Et tan,« 
H'"c tan,« 
(88) 
Note that given the incident wave on the shell, this is a system of linear integrodifferential 
equations of the second kind for the unknown currents if , f . It is assumed that unique 
n        n 
solutions to eq. (88) exist for all n. 
B.        ZERO ON-AXIS BACKSCATTERING 
Since the shell is rotationally symmetric, a wave incident along the axis of the shell 
(the z-axis) can be assumed to be linearly polarized in the y-direction without loss of 
generality (see Figure 2). Let the fields on the surface of the shell be: 




which    represents    a    plane    wave    propagating    in   the    -z    direction.    Because 
y = cos(J>4> + sincp p and ß = s[nßJ + cosQoß+, then they become 
29 
E    (cf), s) = [ coscj)cj) + sincj) (sinÖ^ + cosdn +) ] e ~" 'fe„W 
Hmc($,s) = [-sin4>4> + coscj) (sin6 i + cos8o«+) ] e -ikzfs) 
(90) 














The Fourier coefficients are nonzero only for n = ± 1: 
El 
E, u 
rjinc   _ 
Trine   _ 
1     -ikz 
—e     
s 
2 
-—sm0 e     s 
l     -ikz 
—e     s 
2 




Because only the n - ±1 terms in the incident field are nonzero, only £    and £ 
can exist. Therefore, only the n = ±1 components of eq. (88) have to be considered: 
Z-AZ_1A   AZ_1P" 













The incident fields in eq. (93) can be written in the form 
E, taiyfcl 
H. tan,±l 2 
1 




which satisfies the following equation: 
0 -il zr 
,nc 
=   ± 
Z7 "7C 
tan,±l 




0   -// 




Therefore, if both sides of eq. (93) are multiplied with the factor J i  _ 
right hand side of eq. (93) is equal to zero due to eq. (96): 
0   -il 
il    0 
= 211 + 
= 0 
0   -il 
il   0 
From eqs. (85) and (86) 
0   -il 
il   0 








o   -il 
il   0 
M    -N 
n            n 
M    -N~ 
n            n 
N    M 
n           n 
0   -il 
il    0 
(98) 
Therefore, if the matrix 
becomes: 
Z-A Z~lA   A Z~XV 
VZ~lA     -V Z~lV 
also commutes with 
0   -il 
il   0 
, eq. (97) 
Ki -N±1 Z-AZ~lA   AZ~XV 
VZ~XA    -V Z'XV w* 0 -il } *i 
. 





The existence and uniqueness of solutions to eq. (97) implies that 
0   -il 




= 0 (100) 
or, equivalently 
K±l ± iL±l = 0 (101) 
Substituting this result into eq. (59), we conclude that  oR = 0  if the matrix 
Z-AZ^A    AZ~XV 
V Z~XA    -V Z~lV 
0 -il 
commutes with 
il 0 _ 
This is a sufficient condition to eliminate on- 
axis backscattering. 
JZ 
IV. IMPEDANCE MATRICES FOR ZERO ON-AXIS BACKSCATTERTNG 
A.        ELEMENTS OF Z AND A 
It can be verified that the matrix 
and only if: 
Z-AZ_1A    M~lV 





VZ-lA = -A Z~lV (102) 
Z+VZ~lV = AZ_1A (103) 
where both Z and A are 2 x 2 matrices. Under the assumption that the inverse of Z exists, 
we analyze eqs. (102) and (103) as follows: 
Because the determinant of the two sides of the eq. (102) has opposite signs, we get 
detZ MetA = 0- Since Z is assumed to be invertible, det A = 0. 




and, by multiplying Fto both sides of eq. (102): 
Z_1A = FA Z-*V 
(104) 
(105) 
eq. (103) can be transformed to 
Z = MVM-lV)-V Z~lV 












In the last equation, we utilized the fact that  AUA22 = A12A21   because  detA=0. 
Substituting eq. (107) into eq. (106) we conclude that: 
l.IfZn * 0 orZ22 * 0,then 
1+A12(A12-A21) = detZ 
1 - A21(A12-A21) = detZ 




2. IfZn = Z22 = 0,thendetZ = - ZnZ    * 0 
1+A12(A12-A21) = -Z 12 (111) 
1-A21(A12-A21) = -Z 21 (112) 
On the other hand, substituting eq. (104) into eq. (102) yields: 
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Zll(A12-A2l)   =   (Z12-Z21)Ä11 (113) 
Z22(A12-A2l)   =   (Z12-Z2l)A22 (114) 
Z11A22   +  Z22A11   =   2Z21A12   =  2Z12A21 (115) 
For Case 1, Zn and Z22 are not both zero and Z is symmetric. Since Z12 = Z21, eq. 
(113) or (114) requires that A12 = A21. Therefore A is also symmetric. Eqs. (108) and (109) 
both requires that detZ = 1. Multiply eq. (115) with either An or A22 and replace AUA22 
with A2 , we find either 
'12 
Z22A11    -   2Z12AHA12   +  Z!1A12   =   0 (116) 
or 
ZnA22 - 2Z12A22A12 + Z22A^2 = 0 (117) 
Eq. (116) can be solved for An in terms of A12 
A        =        12     V    12      Z11Z22    » _    Z12      J    A 
^11 7 A12 j A12 
22 ^22 
Multiplying A22 to both sides and replacing AnA22 with A.2   again result in: 
A!2   =   ~f-   A22 
Z22 
Hence both An and A12 can be given in terms of A22 as: 




^12      L 
7 
V      ^22     j 
A, 22 
(118) 
Similarly, from eq. (117): 
*22 
A,. = *12 





Eqs. (118) and (119) are equivalent and both include the situation A = 0. The particular one 
to use is a matter of convenience, especially when either Zn = 0 or Z22 = 0. Note that 
Z12 = Z21 = ±i if ZnZ22 = 0 because detZ = 1. 
For Case2, Zn = Z22 = 0 and Z12Z21 * O.Eq. (115) requires that Ap = A.,  = 0, 
therefore Au A22 = A12 A21 = 0. Eqs. (Ill) and (112) reduce to: 
72   = 72   = - 1 z-12 z-21 i (120) 
^ ^12 = ^2i = ± z'then there is n0 &rther requirement on A except that at least one of An 
or   A22   vanishes.   If Z12 = -Z21 = ±z,  then  eqs.   (113)  and  (114)  requires  that 
An = A22 = 0. Hence 
Z+ = Z~ = Z = 
0     ±7 
+i   0 
(121) 
This is the only situation when detZ *■ 1 
B. Z+ ANDZ 
The impedance matrices for zero on-axis backscattering specified in Sec. A above can 
be stated in terms of Z+ and Z' directly. When zT and Z ~ are skew-symmetric, the only 
possibility is eq. (121). When £+ and Z~  are symmetric, the requirements are: 
detZ+ = 1 (122) 
detZ" = 1 
det(ZT - Z") = 0 
(123) 
(124) 
Eq. (124) is just detA = 0. To show that conditions (122) through (124) are 
equivalent to eqs. (108) to (115), note that eqs. (110), (113), and (114) are satisfied trivially. 
Eqs. (108), (109), (111) and (112) become: 
detZ = 1 (125) 
and eq. (115) becomes: 
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ZUA22   +   Z22A11   =   2^12A 12 (126) 
Since Z+=Z + AandZ~=Z-A, eqs. (122) and (123) are: 
(Zu+An)(Z22 + A22) - (Z12+A12)2 = 1 (127) 
(Zn-An)(Z22 - A22)-(Z12-A12)2 = 1 (128) 
Except for an overall factor of 2, the difference of eqs. (127) and (128) is eq. (126); the sum 
of these two is: 
Zuz22 + An A22     Z12      A12 - 1 (129) 
which, when combined with detA = 0, is just detZ = 1. Together with eq. (126), 
det(Z + aA) = detZ + a det 
Z
n   \2 
+ a det 
All    Z12_ 
7     A 
_^12    ^22_ A     Z ^12    ^22 
+ a2detA 
= detZ = 1 
for any a. Therefore, with a = ±1, detZ^ = detZ" = 1. Hence, with symmetric   z+ and 
Z", conditions (122) to (124) specify completely the impedance matrices which eliminate on- 
axis backscattering. 
It should be noted that, if the shell is a closed surface, then the impedance boundary 
condition closes off the inside of the shell from outside. Therefore, only detZ+ = 1 is 
required to eliminate on-axis backscattering. This is an extension of Weston's work [7] to 
anisotropic impedance coated body of revolution. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
A sufficient condition for eliminating the on-axis backscattering of an anisotropic 
impedance coated shell of revolution has been deduced. The outside and inside normalized 
surface impedances Z+ and Z' with which this sufficient condition can be satisfied have all 
been found. One exceptional situation is when the impedance matrices are equal and skew- 
symmetric with their determinants equal to - 1. All other cases require that the two matrices 
be symmetric, their determinants be unity, and the determinant of their difference be zero. 
Based on the duality of Maxwell equations, Weston [7] argued that an object coated 
with a unit normalized surface impedance will have zero on-axis backscattering if the object 
is invariant under a 90° rotation around its axis of symmetry. It is clear from Chapter III of 
this report that the duality property is crucial in determining the sufficient condition for zero 
on-axis backscattering. Results of this work therefore should not be limited to shells of 
revolution only. This aspect of the problem is being completed and will be published shortly. 
The shell under consideration can be a closed one. A body of revolution coated on the 
outside with an anisotropic surface impedance Z+ can be modeled as a shell having Z+ -Z- 
Since the impedance boundary condition separates completely the exterior of the body from 
its interior, only the conditions on Z~ need to apply, i.e., Z" must be either symmetric or 
skew-symmetric, with detZ+ = ±1. This is an extension of Weston's result to anisotropically 
coated bodies. 
It should be noted that a properly shaped and coated body can always be carefully 
deformed into a shell without generating any on-axis backscattering. This procedure yields 
the condition Z* = 2~■ By beginning with a shell, we are able to relax this condition to 
det(z+ - Z") = 0 for the symmetric case. 
Results of this work make available a wide class of models which must have zero on- 
axis backscattering cross section. All general purpose numerical codes for computing the 
scattering cross sections of anisotropic impedance coated objects should be checked for their 
accuracy against a selected group of such models. Such comparisons should provide 
indications of an error bound of the particular algorithm. 
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APPENDIX A: VECTOR CALCULUS ON A SURFACE OF REVOLUTION 
Vector calculus near a surface of revolution will be presented in this appendix. In 
particular, the operations of the divergence and curl on a vector field will be given explicitly. 
The derivation will be based on vector calculus in the familiar cylindrical coordinates 
(P,<M). 
The axis of revolution is taken to be the z- axis. In the half plane of a fixed 4>, the 
generating curve of the surface is parameterized in its arc length s with the functionsz^s) and 
PAS)'- 
r(s) = zg(s)z + Pg(s)p (130) 
The surface is thus parameterized in terms of ((j), s). This generating curve may be closed, 
open, discontinuous or self-intercept. Nevertheless, at every point in a smooth segment of the 
generating curve, an outward unit normal to the "outer" surface, denoted by n +, can always 
be defined. The parameter 5 can be oriented so that the tangent vector i to the generating 
curve satisfies the relation: 
M+ = $ x t (131) 
Note that: 
df t =        = cos6g(j)f + sinews) p (132) 
d d 
where cosÖ^s) = —z£s), sinQ(s) = —p (5); 0 (y) is the angle measured from £ to t. 
ds " s ds  ° 
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defined to be a continuous function of 5 along any smooth segment of the generating curve. 
Since 
—- = (-sine (s)z + cos6o(s)p)— 6o<» = Ko(s)n ds2 da  ° (133) 
where K(S) = — QJs) is the signed curvature [8] of the generating curve: K  is positive 
ds   " g 
when dg is increasing with s and 11 / KJ is the radius of curvature of the generating curve. 
In the neighborhood of the surface of revolution, the space can be described with the 
orthogonal coordinates (<$>, s,«), n = 0 being the surface and n > 0 going in the « + 
direction. In relation to the cylindrical coordinate system, 4> is identical and, for n - 0, the 
transformation of dz, dp into ds, dn is 
ds 
dn 
cos6o     sin6o 




The transformation of ds, dn into dz, dp follows the same rule as the matrix is unitary. This 

















For a vector field A = A^ <$> + At i + An n \ A{ and An transforms from Av and A 






d        dn    d 
ds       dz   dn 
cos6   — g
 ds 






d        dn    d 
ds       dp   dn 
-- sinO   — 8
 ds 
+ cosö   — g
  dn 
(136) 
Substitute the above into the expressions in the cylindrical coordinate system result in the 
following as n - 0: 
'o 
pa<t) *    dz z    p dp     p 
=
 il-kA* + &*> + (tK^A«)] (137) 
i  d .      sine      a cose d 




 ^ = iH - iA' - iA°+ <■> - i* ^ 






" a*""1 <139> 
cos6„       a i    p> 
= ( g- + — )^(h - ——^1 
Pg      3w; *    Poa4) - 
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sin6     a p i    3 3 (v ^)„ = - —£[^-(P^) - ^Uj + «»V1^ _ d p      dp       *        dcp   p °   p d(f> dz   9 
=
 t[4^ " !(M*)] (140) 
As a check, the substitutions A( = - ^e, ^ = ,4r, po = rsinö, 6^ = 0 - —, 
i5        1 a    a     a      , .   , .„ K
„ - 
_
 —,  —- - ~ -,  — = — result in the correct expressions for V • A and 
r     ds r dQ     dn       dr 
V x A in the spherical coordinate system (r, 6, §). 
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APPENDIX B: END-CAP CONTRD3UTIONS TO THE SCATTERED FIELDS 
In eqs. (45) and (46), the surface S, consisting of the four non-overlapping surfaces 
S[, S0, S-, and <S'2(Fig. 3), can be shrunk toward the shell. So that S may be the surface of 
constant distance 6 from the shell. In this appendix the fact that contributions from the top 
cap St and the bottom cap So to the scattered fields are zero in the limit that the thickness of 
the shell is infinitesimal will be demonstrated. 
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Figure 4 The geometry near an end of the shell. 
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the normal direction at the end as: nl - lim n (s), i 
s-l 
the tangent direction at the end as: tl = lim t(s). 
and the tilt angle at the end as: a = lim 6g (s), which is the angle measured from z- 
axis to t. The cross section of the end-cap at s = I in a half plane of fixed azimuth angle (j) 
is a semi-circle with a radius 6. Note that 6, a constant distance distance between S and the 
shell, is a fixed, positive number. In Fig. 4, the angle §f is measured from the axis nr In 
terms of the angles ft and a, the end cap Sl can be parameterized in the cylindrical 
coordinates as(p, ({), z), where for 0<(j)/<7i, 
P = Pg(0+ocos((})/-a) 
z - z(J) + ö sin((j)/ - a) 
and      0 < 4><2TU. 
Note that on the cap surface, any field vector may be decompossed to the three directional 
components: (f>- component, ([/-component and »-component, where n denotes the outward 
normal toSv 
In eq. (45) and (46), the contributions to the scattered fields from surface integrals 
over the end cap^ are: 
Al =  f   [» x E(ro)]G(r-fo)dao 
Jsi 
(141) 
= IY271 [" x WJ]G(r-fo) [pjT) + öcos((j)/-a)] 8 dftdft 
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Ä2 =  f   [nx H(ro)]G(f-ro) dao 
Jsi 
= |o7o2lX ß x H{fo)]G{f-ro) [ Pg(I) + öcos^'-a)] ö #o#/ 
ilr, =  f   [n x H(?o)].VoG(r-ro) dao 
■>s, 
= pf2n [n x H(ro)]-VoG(r-ro) [pg(/) + ocosft'-a)] ö Jcb^cf/ 
(142) 
(143) 
i|r2 =f[Äx £(ro)].VoG(r-f) <fo 
=  ff271 [w x E(fo)-\.VoG{r-ro) [p„(/) + öcos^-a)] 6 tfcj^cj) 
(144) 
From the edge conditions [5], on the end cap St, 
n*E = E$-E^, where [JFJ < ^ 81/2 and \E^\  < E2b'm 
and      txg = H^'-H^, where |#. j  < H} 6m and 1^1  < H2b 
where £j, £2, Hx, H2 are positive constants. Therefore, 
1/2 
|wx£|  < 6~m^ExÖ2+E2 
 (145) 
\n*H\  < b-mjHtb2+H; 
Note that f lies away from the shell. If the distance between r and the shell is ö   « —   ö can 
0
      k' 
be choose such that 8 < — 6n, so that f always lies outside 5", with  I F - f I > — 
2 ° 2 ' 
Therefore |G(f-fo)| < —- - Cx and -|VG(f-f)|  <  = C7 for some positive 




constants C, Cx and C2 
Substitute these into eq. (141) and (142), and write them as: 
\A, = rf40#/5 [pJO+öcos^-a)] [n*E(ro)) G(r-F) Jo Jo ° 
-foCd^'6 IPgW+öcosC^-o)!  \E$-E$\  \G{r-ro)\ 
^j^dfydfy'b \pß+bcos($'-a)\ [b-msJE2lb2+El)Cl 
^27^2(pg(/) + ö)^61/2^12ö2-^£22)C1 
Substituting „ x ff into eq. (142), we have: 
r[2"d$odVS [po(/)+ocos((t)/-a)] [n*H(fo)] G(f-ro) Jo Jo 
< l^^ß.b)^^ .H2,)^ 
(146) 
(147) 
Similarly, for eqs. (143) and (144), we have: 
|i|/J < 2;i2(pg(/) +6) (ö1/2^262+£22) C2 (148) 
|i|r2| s 27i2(Pg(/) + ö)[ö1/2^12ö2+i722)C; (149) 
therefore the limits of |^f |, |^f |, | ij/j |, j \ji21 vanishe as b - 0. 
Hence, in the limit that the thickness of the shell is infinitesimal, the contributions of 
the integrals over the top cap Sl to the scattered fields are zero. Because the geometry of the 
bottom cap S0 is similar with the top cap S{, the results for Sl are also valid for S . The 
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contribution from the bottom cap S0 to the scattered fields is also zero. We conclude that the 
integrals in eqs. (45) and (46) need to be carried out over S+ and S' only. 
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APPENDIX C: SCATTERED FIELDS NEAR THE SHELL 
The object interested in this report is an arbitrarily shaped shell of revolution. Near 
the surface of resolution, the vector calculus derived in Appendix A should be used for the 
operation of the divergence and curl on a vector field. In this appendix the scattered fields 
near the surfaces S+ and S" are going to be derived by using the vector calculus. 
dr From Appendix A   t = — = £ cos0 (s) + p sin0 (s), and  ß+ - X x t-  Tne ds s g T 
coordinate tranformations between f and f are: 
$<,'$ = cos((f)-(j)o) 
$o'i = sin^-tJ^cose^Cy) 
4y?T = sin((j>-(|>o)sin0g(s) 
io-$   = -sin((j)-(j)o)sin0g(5o) 
io-i   = cosdg(s)cosdg(so) + cos(<j)-(f>o)sin0g(s)sin0g(>o) 
i0-n* = cos((j)-({)o)cos0„(5)sin0g(5o) - sind g(s) cosQ g(s o) 
In eq. (51), the first surface integral can be transformed as: 
(150) 
-kfjy^odsoPg(so)LG 
= ~ kf!f2nd^odsoPg(so) (Ltto+L^o) G 
v 0 J 0 
= - 
k{olfo2nd^o^oPg(so){^[~LM^-^0)smQXso)+L^cos(^>-^o)]G 
+ i[Ltcoseg(s)cosdg(so) +Zfcos((j>-({)o)sin0g(s)sin0g(so) 
+^sin(4)-(j)o)sin0g(^)] G+n +[Ltcos(<|) - <$>0) cos 0g(s)sin dg(so) 
-LtsmQg(s)cosQg(so) +L^ sin(<j> - (J)o)cos0^)] G) 




,-7,2  rlr2* 
= 
7p
 U0%d^dso ?g{so) (K^o + Zrf) G 
= 
ik2f0if*"d<bodsoPg(s<) {$[£$ cos(<t> ~ <i>o) -^,sin(([) - cf)o) sin6gOo)] G 
(152} 
+ f [^ sin(<|) - cj)o)sin0g(5) +^cos6g(^)cose^o) V     ; 
+rrcos((i) - (f)o) sin6g(s) smQg(so)] G+n+[K^ sin(cf> - 4>o) cosQg(s) 
-KtsmQg(s) co&g(so) +^rcos(<|) - cj>0) cos0g(s) sinÖ^)] G} 
Since Vf = ($ —— —- + f —- + n + —-) i|r, the third surface integral in eq. (51) becomes- 
PXS) dq>       ds dn 
lV





= - Z(f) 
■ / /*27t 
'o Jo 
1      5   r i r 2n 
(       K 3 2 
—*—<L.G+Kt-?-G 
1, Pg(0 ^ ö*0    y 
d) +? +n   
°Pg(so)dt>0    °dso     °dno) G 
P2(s) dfyhh 
fJ^d^odsoPg(so) *     a .G+K~G 
it—f  f *d<b ds p (s ) 
in—fl[2nd<$>0dsop(So) 
p„CO a<t>       ' ds 
K
*     
d
-G+K^G 
Pg(s0) d<&„ ' ds. 
(   Kx 
0
 K 
-G + K—G 
PXSo)^o '^0     j 
(153) 






* " ä^J foCd^odS°P^So) [I* Sin((|>" ^^W +LtcosQg(s)coseg(so) 
+Zrcos((j)-cj)o)Sineg(5)sin0g(5o)] G } (( cos0o(s)     a)     .,,, 









+Zfcos(cj)-<i)o)cos0g(s)sin0g(so)] G } 
1 r)        / 
8^/o /o V<t)^oPg(5o)[z<t,sin((l>-4>o)sin8g(5)+Zrcoseg(5)cos0„(5o) 
< sin0 (5)    a N 
V pg(s)    a5^ 
+Z,, cos((j) -(J)o) sin0g(s) sin0g(5o)] G 
/oX2V*0*oP^(5o)[X*COS(*"*o)_ZfSin(*"*o)sheA)lG} 
(154) 
As f approaches S± from outside S, the tangential components of Esc(f) as given by eqs. 
(152) to (154) become: 
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•7   2 
+Zrcos((J)-(t)o)cose (5)sin0 (5o)-Ifsin0 (5)cos6 (5o)]G(F-f) 
_k_ 
4n g




S^OM = f • £' 
Z&2 rl r2* 
4n 
f f nds0d^o9g(so)[Ksm^-^o)smQ(s) 
«/ 0 ■* 0 
+Zfcos(<{> -c|>o)sineg(s)sineg(so) +J£fcos0g(s)cos0(so)]G(r-ro) 
7 ^3 
- Zfsin0g(s)cos0g(so) +Zrcos((j)-(l)o)cos0g(5)sin0g(5o)]G(r-ro) 
COS0 (s)       3      1   /.//.27t 




dn is the normal derivative taken in the limit as f approaches the surface S
+
 or S' 
respectively from outside of S. It is evaluated as a limiting value in this report and should not 
be confused with the Fourier index n. From the duality principle, the tangential components 
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of flsc± can be obtained by replacing £sc± with jjsc±, % with £, and £ with _£■ 
ik2 r i r2n #r(<M=-7iu *&*^ih^*-*yLM*-*>&j<oYx?-o 471 Jo Jo 
Z 3    rIr2n 
- — f [   dsdfy [L,—G(r-f )+p(s)L —G(r-r )] 
+^cos((b-(l)o)coseg(5)Sine/5o)-^Xcf)o,Osin0/^cose/5o)]G(r-r;) 




//-((b,5) = ^folf^chod^opg(SJ[L^n^-^o)smQg(s) 
+Lfcos(cj> -(bo)sin0g(5)sin0g(5o) +Zfcos0g(s)cos0(so)]G(f-fo) 
- _L ± /■ Y2*<fc J<t) [jr  _i_G(r-r ) + p (j )Z, J-G(F-f )] 
47ia5JoJo      °    °    *d& °      s°'ds ° 
* o o 
- £,sin0g(s)cos0g(so) +Zrcos(<b-<b>os0g(s)sin0/so)]G(r-f) 
471 
cos0 (s)     d 
pgO)     ö« 5* 
Ü^MW [** cos((l)-(f)0) 
-^sin(({)-({)o)sin0g(5o)]G(F-F) 
Because of the rotational symmetry of the scatterer, G(f - ro) =   ]T e m(4>" <t>o)Gn(p, z; po, zo). 
The Fourier expansions of eqs. (156) and (157) are: 
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2Jo        2 pg(s) 
+ - fldsoo(sJ[— sin0 (s) (G  ,-G  ,) +^A GJ v 
— — f'*„P.(0 cosd (s)(G  ,-G  AL. 
4 
K (5)   "   — 
s* 
{ldso(sn) sin0 (5) (G   ,-G   .) Z. 
J o 





+ ianeÄ(5)sine4(5a)(GIItl +Gn^Ltn 
n d  ri O*) = "f ^/>A^-y/>oPA)sin0^)(G^»-GW-i)% 
- — f'ds  p (s ) [— G 1 K 
2   ds Jo    ° PgV o) lds      "J    r'" 
ik +







f cfe   p (5 ) (G  , + G  ,) Z. 
J o 
f'dso(s)(G   ,-G   ,) L^ 
*• o 
f'ds   p (5 ) sine (5 )(G   ,-G   ,) Z, 
J o 
+
 ~^j (0*° ^ {\ ro8W™W(<Vi+CVi) 
-sineg(5)coseg(5o) GJ zf„ 
4 
4pg(j) 
cos6g(5)      j^ 
+




Similarly, the Fourier expansions of eqs. (158) and (159) are: 
Hi^(s) = -flds [— p (s )(G ,+G   ,) - -^— G 1 L, 
2^o 2    s pg(s) 
+ - fldsp(s )[— sin6 (5 )(G ,-G   ,) + ——— G ] L, 
2 Jo    °vsKo,V2 go      n+l     "_1     p(s)ds0     "     '>" 
+    Ik      d_     rl 0 
/          or o\   0/ gV  / V n + l           «-1/        <b,n 
•> o 4   3s 
4 
t 
2 3s-' o 
K (5)   - d_ 
dn s± 
f'ds p(s) sin6 (s) (G   ,-G   ,) K, 
— f fife o fa) [sin 6fa) cos 6 „(s )G 
k 
+ — K fa)   ~   — gKJ
      dn 
rcos0g(5)sin6g(5o)(G„+1+G„_1)]^„ 
f ldSoPg(So)   [ C0Seg(^) COS0g(^) G„ J o 
1 
n  d   r 1 
+ -sin6 (5) sin6 (5 )(G   ,+G   ,)] £, 
1
 k2 Ht7(s) = --—/" ^G„L   - — /" W,p„(5Jsin6ofa)(G +,-G   ,)L. 
1
    
d
   f'dso(s)[—G]Lt J0    °   g  °    ds      "     l'n 2   3 s  o
ik2 f dSo  Pg(So)  [cOSeg(5)cOS0g(5o)G„ 
•J o 
+ -sin0ofa)sine fa )(G   ,+G   ,)] I 
cos6ofa)       a 
 s    +    
p fa) dn 
kn cosQ fa) 
4ppfa) 
flds  p fa) (G  , - G   ,) £. 
4 
cos 6(5)       3 




fA p ro sine (5 )(G +1 - G ,) ir 
•1 o 
\ldso Pg(0 [j cose^)sineg(5o)(G„+1+G„_1) 
-sinej»cose(s) G] Zf 
(161) 
fldsoPg(so)(GnH +G„_1)^„ (162) 
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